PAPER SOFTWARE
Paper Software Celebrates Two-Year
Anniversary of Turner
Leading contract drafting application for Mac celebrates milestone while looking
back at most important enhancements since launch
NEW YORK – September 12, 2017 – Paper Software, developers of powerful applications
for creating and analyzing contracts, today announces the two-year anniversary
of Turner, a leading contract drafting application for Apple’s industry-leading Mac
computers.
Turner, originally launched in September 2015, offers AI-powered proofreading,
streamlined navigation tools, powerful search features, intuitive editing tools, and much
more. Since its inception the company has released many upgrades to the application
including:
Touch Bar Support: The Touch Bar for MacBook Pro offers a revolutionary way to work
with apps by giving people controls that change depending on what they do. When
you use Turner to work with contracts, the Touch Bar can show controls for editing
provisions, looking up defined terms, adding comments, and more.
Assistant Editor: With the Assistant Editor, you can easily review different parts of a
contract side by side, move text from one part of a contract to another, find words and
phrases in one part of a contract while making changes in another, and more.
Dark Mode: View light text on a dark background to make long working hours easier on
your eyes.
Proofreading Enhancements: Turner’s updated proofreader offers enhanced
performance and better accuracy.
“We are very proud of the evolution of Turner and the feedback we have received from
the industry,” says Ben Whetsell, co-founder of Paper Software. “Turner is changing the
way contracts are reviewed and analyzed. We are thankful for our supportive clients and
look forward to watching the growth of this application in the market as more and more
legal professionals realize the efficiencies and accuracy that come from using Turner.”
To learn more about Turner and get a free trial, visit papersoftware.com.

About Paper Software
Paper Software (papersoftware.com) was founded in 2010 when brothers Benjamin
Whetsell, a lawyer, and Nathan Whetsell, a computer engineer, saw a need to streamline
contract creation and analysis. The company has developed Turner for Mac and Contract
Tools for Windows PCs, both powerful tools for creating and analyzing contracts.
Email: info@papersoftware.com

